In link-state routing, routes are determined based on the estimates of the current delays on the links, i.e. without considering the dynamics of the link-delay information. Ideally, a data packet should be routed based on the delays it will encounter at each link of the path at the time the packet gets to the link. To address this issue, we have designed a new routing software that improves link-state routing by estimating and using the future link delays encountered by data packets. In link-state routing, link-delay estimates are periodically flooded throughout the network. This flooding of link-delay estimates is done without considering the relevance of these estimates to routing quality, i.e. without taking into account the usefulness of the link-delay information. Our routing-software design also improves link-state routing by broadcasting these estimates only to the extent that they are relevant. In the design of routing software, we consider the temporal change of the linkdelay information and its usefulness given the information at a time; we call this an informationdynamics-conscious approach. Simulation studies suggest that this design can lead to significant reductions in routing traffic with noticeable improvements of routing quality in high-load conditions, demonstrating the effectiveness of information-dynamics-conscious development of routing software.
INTRODUCTION
Information plays a major role in the operation of software or systems. In general, such information used in or generated by software or systems is dynamic in nature. Considering the role of information and its dynamics, we may better understand the interactions between different components of software or a system that uses information, by focusing not only on information itself and information usefulness (or 'value') but also on the change of information and its usefulness over time. Such better understanding provides a basis for better software/system design and development. We refer to software design based on this understanding as informationdynamics-conscious software design.
The key concept in information dynamics as a softwaredesign principle is that the usefulness of information as well as information itself may change overtime; i.e., they are (temporally) dynamic. In the operation of software or systems, the components interact by exchanging information via an interface. If the transferred information is dynamic, the change of this information up to the time of its use should be considered in the design of the software or the system. Likewise, if the usefulness of the information is dynamic, the change of this usefulness over time needs to be taken into account.
In this paper, we demonstrate the effectiveness of information-dynamics-conscious software design and development by applying this approach to a networking problem. In particular, we focus on link-state routing where we show that the dynamic nature of link-delay information plays a key role in determining better data-packet routes and in disseminating the information, and that the consideration of this role in the design and development of routing software eventually leads to more effective and efficient routing.
In a packet switched network, a collection of nodes, consisting of computing machines, is connected using communication links capable of transferring information in the form of packets from one node to another. When a direct link does not exist from the source node to the destination node, but a path via one or more intermediate nodes exists, the packets from the source node follow this path, such that each intermediate node carries out a store-and-forward operation until the packets are delivered to the destination node. The path is determined through 'routing' techniques. Clearly, routing is an operation, which has to rely on the global state of the network. Several techniques have been employed to collect and use the global information for routing. One such technique is link-state routing in which each node collects information on the state of its outgoing links, usually in the form of the waiting time, and shares it with all other nodes in the network. Based on the link-state information collected, a node may determine the 'best' path from itself to any other node of the network.
In link-state routing, we refer to the global link-state information that each node maintains and uses for routing, as a view. The view is essentially a graph with vertices corresponding to the network nodes, edges corresponding to network links and the cost for each edge representing an estimate of the current delay on the corresponding link. Based on this view, each node determines least-cost paths to all other nodes as the best paths. The end-to-end cost function is the sum of the costs at all the links in the route.
Each node makes (periodic and/or event-driven) measurements of the current delay for each of its outgoing links. It periodically constructs an estimate for the current delay on the link from these measurements as link-cost estimates. Consider a node with a link l outgoing from it. Let x denote the delay on the link and t represent time. Assume that this node has made delay measurements, x 2n , x 2(n21) , . . . , x 21 on this link at time t 2n , t 2(n21) , . . . , t 21 , respectively, before the current time t 0 , where n is the total number of measurements and time t i precedes t j if i , j. Say the node makes an estimate of the current link-delay using these previous delay measurements. Let x 0 (x 2n , x 2(n21) , . . . , x 21 ) denote this delay estimate. The node then (periodically) sends x 0 (x 2n , x 2(n21) , . . . , x 21 ) to all other nodes in the network so that each of the nodes can use this estimate as the cost of link l when computing least-cost paths to all other nodes.
When broadcasting, a node sends link-delay estimates for its outgoing links to its neighbors, and each of the neighbors in turn sends these estimates to its neighbors, and this continues until all nodes receive the estimates. This broadcast technique is referred to as flooding [1, 2] . When each node constructs a link-delay estimate for a local link (i.e. outgoing link) or receives an estimate for a remote link, it updates its view (view update). Each node periodically uses its current information about the network to compute least-cost paths to all other nodes (periodic route update) using the standard shortest-path algorithm [3] . These least-cost paths are used by the node to route data packets; i.e., when the node receives a data packet, it forwards the packet to the neighbor that is the next node in the least-cost path to the destination node of the packet.
In link-state routing, there is a key design issue to consider: each node creates a delay estimate x for an outgoing link and sends it to all nodes. This estimate is based on measurements made in the past and its value to a receiving node may decrease over time, to the point that the new estimate may not lead to any changes in the view of a node receiving it. From an information dynamics software design perspective, the change of the delay information from the measurement time up to the time of its use for routing should be considered in the design of the routing software regarding route determination. Also, the change in the value of the information to the receiving node over time needs to be taken into account when deciding whether or not to broadcast it. In this paper, we examine the information-dynamics-conscious-design issue by considering the changes in the estimates over time; we take such changes into account not only for routing decisions but also for flooding decisions in our routing-software design, based on the fact that link-delay information and its usefulness change over time.
Link-state-routing design approaches
Many variations of the standard link-state-routing approach described above have been proposed, where link-state information in forms other than that of link delays is used in routing (this means that link costs do not represent delays). This is primarily because the ways that the link delays have been used can lead to inferior routing performance, say due to routing instabilities. For example, routing performance can be degraded because of routing oscillations, where given two links connecting two regions of a network, the preferred route from one region to the other for most or all inter-region traffic is constantly switched because most or all traffic shifts at the same time due to the fact that all nodes simultaneously adjust their routes with the same reported delay values for the links [4] .
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H. EOM Historically, the original ARPANET used queue length as the link-cost metric. However, this metric was not effective because it did not take either the link bandwidth or the latency into account. The original scheme was revised to consider the bandwidth and latency using delay averages as link costs. However, this revised scheme caused routing instabilities under heavy load, resulting in routing oscillations. For stable routing, the ARPANET metric was again revised to a hop-normalized-utilization function [4] . This function computes a link cost by normalizing an estimate of the link utilization via a linear transformation after making this estimate with measured delay values. This new approach smoothed the temporal variation of the metric using link utilization rather than link delay and using a movement (metric-change) limit, and compressed the dynamic range of the metric by limiting the cost-value range and considering the link type. However, the benefit of using this kind of technique to damp out sudden changes or routing oscillations depends on the network and/ or traffic pattern. Recently, there was an attempt to tune the parameters in the link-cost function via online simulation [5] . Also, congestion-based metrics were proposed [6] . However, these metrics have been unpopular because the use of the metrics may lead to routing instabilities [5] . All of these approaches are different from our information-dynamicsconscious approach in that they do not focus on the dynamic change of delay information from the present up to the future time of its use for routing and that they do not consider the change of the information usefulness in the time period; in this sense, they are not information-dynamics-conscious routing-software design approaches.
In some cases, link costs are not recalculated dynamically and constant link costs are used most of the time. In these cases, the computation and the broadcast of link costs for route updates are not periodic. For example, link costs are set statically by a network administrator, and these costs are changed only in case of link failure. This static approach may be effective in some networks in which there are few or no alternative paths. However, the approach may not be suitable for most networks in which there are many alternative paths, because different alternative paths may become more or less desirable as link delays change over time.
Software design
Our design takes a new approach to routing that has some features in common with link-state routing but provides an improvement over it. In link-state routing, each node makes link-delay estimates based solely on information provided in the past, and uses these estimates in routing, i.e. without considering the dynamics of the link-delay information. Ideally, a data packet should be routed based on the delays it will encounter at each link of the path at the time the packet gets to the link. That is, for each link along a potential route, the node doing the routing needs an estimate of the link delay at the (future) time when the data packet would arrive at the link. We refer to this future delay as encountered delay. To address the issue that routing should be done based on encountered delay considering the dynamics of link-delay information, we have designed new routing software to consider encountered delay in routing by estimating this delay via a projection technique. This is an information-dynamicsconscious software design technique because we consider the change of link-delay information up to the time of its use for routing in the estimation of the encountered delay. This technique is described in Section 3. Before presenting the design of this routing software, Section 2 provides a formal description of the problem of estimating encountered delay and using this delay to determine least-cost paths in routing.
In link-state routing, each node floods its link-cost estimates without regard to whether the estimates are necessary to determine least-cost paths, i.e. without taking into account the usefulness of the link-cost information. This could result in a significant amount of unnecessary routing traffic. In our routing-software design, each node disseminates link-cost information only when necessary for estimating encountered delay, considering the dynamics of the information usefulness as it relates to the time at which the information will be used for routing. We have found that this information-dynamicsconscious design leads to reductions in routing traffic as well as improvements in data performance (e.g., delay or throughput). Section 3 also presents this selective-broadcast technique. Our experiments and the results are presented in Section 4. In this section, we describe the network configurations and scenarios for our simulation studies, and present the comparison results obtained from these studies. Section 5 briefly surveys major related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes our work and summarizes our future work.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
For a link, we treat the delay x at time t as a stationary stochastic process fx(t)g. Thus, the mean and the variance of x(t) are constant (independent of time t). Let m and s 2 denote the mean and variance, respectively. Also, the autocorrelation function E[fx(t) 2 mgfx(t þ t) 2 mg]/s 2 depends only on the lag t and not on time t. Let r(t) denote this autocorrelation function.
Consider the instantaneous conditional mean and variance, respectively, of the delay given a measurement x 0 at time t 0 :
If no other measurement is available, we expect the instantaneous conditional mean to change from x 0 toward m over time. Similarly, we expect that the instantaneous conditional INFORMATION-DYNAMICS-AWARE ROUTING-S/W DESIGN Page 3 of 18 variance to change from zero to s 2 over time. When the measurement is made, the conditional variance is zero because the true value of x is observed at that time.
For the determination of least encountered-delay paths and the selective broadcast of link-delay information, we require estimates for the functions Efx(t)jx(t 0 ) ¼ x 0 g and Varfx(t)jx(t 0 ) ¼ x 0 g. Based on the steady-state behavior explained above, we need techniques to estimate these function values. The problem that we address in the design and development of routing software is how to use these estimates in route determination and selective broadcast.
ROUTING-SOFTWARE DESIGN
We assume that the conditional mean decays exponentially overtime to its steady-state value. Based on this assumption, we usê
as an estimate of Efx(t)jx(t 0 ) ¼ x 0 g, where a is a non-negative constant. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Similarly, we use an exponentially decaying estimate ŝ
THEOREM If x(t) is a stochastic process and has the following additive form for a constant m and a positive constant Dt:
, and the autocorrelation function
for a non-negative integer k) decreases exponentially as t 2 t 0 (or k) increases (depending only on the lag), and
where b is a constant such that 0 , b, 1, and y (t) is an independent white-noise process such that Efy(t)g ¼ 0 and
Note that this theorem is valid for arbitrary t 0 and t ! t 0 if there is a non-negative integer k such that
where Dt satisfies the additive model form. We can choose such k and Dt.
1 Thus, we can apply the theorem with respect to arbitrary t 0 and t ! t 0 .
Part (1) of the theorem implies that if x(t) has the additive form, then x(t) is stationary and its autocorrelation function decreases exponentially in time. When we examined sample autocorrelation functions for sets of Internet round-trip (RT) delay measurements, we found that these functions decay exponentially in the short term. 2 To make these measurements, we used the NetDyn tool [7] . The additive form is a form that we work with; we use this form as a way to reflect the non-ever-increasing/decreasing nature for link delay and observed exponentially decaying characteristic (i.e., we assume that the process of link delay is stationary and that given a link-delay measurement, the conditional mean decays exponentially over time toward the steady-state value for the link delay, 3 respectively). Based on part (2) of the theorem, we make the assumption stated at the beginning of this section, that the conditional mean decays exponentially over time. Refer to Appendix A.2 for the additional theorem that explains our motivation for using the exponentially decaying conditional delay-variance estimate. 1 Given any two measurements made at time t and t 0 , we may easily choose the largest Dt such that there is a non-negative integer k satisfying that t 2 t 0 ¼ k times Dt. 2 We computed and plotted sample autocorrelation functions for different sets of Internet round-trip delay measurements, and found that each of the functions decays sharply toward zero. We made least-square estimates of the a value for these sample autocorrelation functions. These least-square estimates of a range from 58 to 73 inverse second (one over second), which means the sharp decrease in the values toward zero.
3 Short-range-dependent (link-delay) processes are characterized by an exponential decay of the autocorrelations. The short-range dependency is caused by queuing effects [8] .
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H. EOM Given these exponentially decaying estimation functions, a node computes the encountered delay of a packet on a path as follows. Let the path have links l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l n , and let the node send the packet into the path at time t 0 . Let m l i (t) be the function to estimate the encountered delay on link l i at time t. The estimated encountered delay for the packet on link l 1 is m l 1 (t 0 ). The estimated encountered delay for the packet on link l 2 is m l 2 (t 0 þ m l 1 (t 0 )) and so on. So, the estimated encountered delay for the packet on the path is given by:
Computing path costs in this way, the node would route the packet on the path with the least encountered-delay estimate. Each node determines the least-cost paths using the standard shortest-path algorithm as in link-state routing. Thus, routing is carried out as in standard link-state routing except for the path-cost computation. To do this computation, each node maintains a view as in link-state routing except that a measured delay and measurement time are kept for each link. The node updates its view of a local link whenever a data packet is sent on that link. The node updates its view of a remote link whenever it receives a measurement update for the link. View updates are not periodic. Note that in our approach, link costs are not considered as part of the link views in contrast to link-state routing. At each view update for a link, each node updates the measured delay and measurement time that it maintains for the link. Each node broadcasts the updated delay information to its neighbors only if the estimated encountered delay on the corresponding link at that time is significantly different from the steady-state mean. We assume that every node knows the steady-state value of delay on each link. 4 In our approach, the estimated encountered delay becomes close to the corresponding steady-state value over time. Hence, no propagation of updated delay information is required beyond some point. If a node does not receive any measurement update for a link, it uses the steady-state value.
Each node maintains a routing table that indicates the next hop for each destination as in link-state routing. In link-state routing, with its view for all links, each node periodically updates its routing table by computing the least-cost paths to all the other nodes. However, in our approach, each node computes link costs and updates routes just before it selects one of its outgoing links to send the packet onto when it receives a data packet. We refer to this update technique as the 'just-in-time route-update' method. This method allows each node to determine the current least-cost paths using the temporally changing encountered delay estimated with the most recent delay information for each link. Note that the periodic-update scheme used in link-state routing is not suitable for our approach. The reason is that if the periodic-update scheme were used, routes determined using our approach at each route-update time would be used without any change until the next route-update time.
The just-in-time route-update method incurs the overhead of each node's updating its routing table for each incoming data packet. The complexity of updating a routing table in our approach is the same as that in link-state routing because a path cost is calculated in an incremental manner, and the computation of a link cost takes a constant time in both cases. The complexity is O(V lg V þ E), in the case of using a priority queue, where V is the number of nodes and E is that of edges in the network. However, taking into account the relevant facts 5 including the trend that the ratio of performance to cost for a processor is increasing, we do not consider the computational overhead as being impractically high.
We refer to our routing-software design based on estimates of encountered delays as InfoDyn routing. Table 1 summarizes the commonalities and differences between InfoDyn and standard link-state routing-software designs. In both designs, each node measures the delay of a data packet on each local link by time-stamping its arrival at the node and its departure from the link queue, and adding this time difference to the sum of the packet transmission time (the packet size divided by the link bandwidth) and link-propagation delay. We refer to a particular node as a measurement node, and a node that uses the delay measurements made by this measurement node for routing as a routing node. In this table, we focus on the measurement node, local link and routing node.
We take a simple example where InfoDyn routing improves routing performance compared with link-state routing. Fig. 3 and Table 2 show a network and the actual delays on some 4 As explain in Section 4.2.2.4, to estimate the steady-state value for each link in practice, each node may compute the sample mean of the delay on each local link using standard link-state routing for a long period of time, and flood the sample mean periodically (but, at a lower frequency) so that all other nodes can use it as the steady-state value. 5 We also consider that Cisco routers being used are capable of processing hundreds of times more packets than they are actually doing. This extra capacity of each router can be utilized in InfoDyn routing (to process routing packets and update the routing table), and this overhead incurred in InfoDyn routing is adjustable. We may use the "just-in-time route-update" method for every nth incoming packet in practice, where the value of n can be varied depending on the available capacity of the router although we employ the method for every packet in this study. The available capacity of the router varies depending on the router itself and the traffic. For example, Cisco 10000 Series Performance Routing Engine can process more than 200 times more (over 6 000 000 packets per second) packets than (over 30 000 packets per second) it processed as described on the Cisco Website (www. cisco.com) and in [9] . One thing for sure is that the delay computation for a batch of packets can be done using available resources. Although we expect that there is a trade-off between the size of the batch and the level of performance achieved in InfoDyn routing with the batch delay computation (i.e., the smaller the size, the more efficient and effective is the routing), we may achieve almost the best performance with a small size of the batch, utilizing the extra capacity of each router.
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Page 5 of 18 of the links we assume at particular times, respectively, where x l (t) denotes the actual delay on link l at time t. Suppose that at time 0, node A sends a data packet to node D. In link-state routing, the least-cost path from nodes A to D is computed using the estimate of the current delay on each link at time 0. We may assume that these estimates for link AB, BD, AC and CD are 4, 1, 1 and 7, respectively, similar to the corresponding actual delays at time 0. Since path ABD is the minimum delay path, the length of which is 5, as the left-hand side of Fig. 4 illustrates, node A sends the packet to node B at time 0. However, in InfoDyn routing, the least-cost path from nodes A to D is computed using an estimate of the encountered delay (which is the delay that the packet will encounter when the packet gets to the link) on each link. The estimate is made using our exponentially decaying estimation model with the corresponding link view (measurement and measurement time) and the steady-state mean. We assume that the estimate equals the corresponding encountered delay as shown in Table 2 . Since path ACD is the minimum delay path, the length of which is 3, as the righthand side of Fig. 4 illustrates, node A sends the packet to node C at time 0. In this example, the packet that node A sends to node D at time 0 will arrive at node D in InfoDyn routing at time 3, which is earlier than the corresponding arrival time 5 in link-state routing.
SIMULATION
To show the overall applicability of this informationdynamics-conscious design to routing based on estimates of link-delays, we compared via simulation a routing scheme based on our design with the shortest path first (SPF) link-state routing technique. For simulation studies, we used the Maryland Routing Simulator (MaRS) [10, 11] . We tried SPF with two kinds of link-cost functions: a delay-cost function and a hop-normalized-utilization function [4] . We also tried static routing as an extreme case of using our approach.
Simulation studies phase 1
We conducted simulation studies for a network topology with seven nodes and eight links as shown in Fig. 5 . Each link represents two one-way channels. In this network, each node could process a data packet of 544 bytes in 1 ms, and each link channel had 183 KB/s (1.4 Mbps) bandwidth. We assume that there is no propagation delay for each link because we found that simulation results are not sensitive to the setting of propagation delay. A workload was generated by a network traffic source and sink pairs. Network traffic sources attached to three nodes sent out packets in successive connections with each having a different transmission start time depending on the node, where the number of packets per connection is geometrically distributed, and the delay between successive connections is exponentially distributed. Each of the other sources sent out as many packets as possible in one connection. These packets were reliably delivered to the sinks by an acknowledgement mechanism with retransmission. Compared with the best SPF case where 2562 routing packets were sent out, the InfoDyn routing case resulted in a 3% reduction in average RT delay per packet possibly without sending out any routing packets. In other network traffic scenarios, different sources sent out packets in connections with alternating on-and-off intervals of different lengths, where packets were successively transferred during on intervals and no packets were transmitted during off intervals. Compared with the best SPF case where 15 376 routing packets were sent out, the InfoDyn routing case resulted in a 3% reduction in average RT delay per packet possibly without sending out any routing packets. In another experiment for a different workload having a connection with an on-and-off intervals of a different length, compared with the best SPF case where 2562 routing packets were sent out, the InfoDyn routing case resulted in an 8% reduction in average RT delay per packet possibly without sending out any routing packets. In other experiments, we obtained results similar to those mentioned above.
Simulation studes phase 2
After conducting simulation studies for different kinds of topology and workload, we chose the NSFNET-T1-backbone topology as a representative one because this had actually been in use with its characteristics being well studied and well known. We thus performed our experiments with it across a full range of dynamic-traffic-pattern settings.
Network configuration and scenarios
We conducted studies for the NSFNET-T1-backbone topology as shown in Fig. 6 . In this configuration, there are 14 nodes connected via 21 links. Each link represents two one-way channels. Each node can process a data packet of 544 bytes in 1 ms, and each link channel has 183 KB/s (1.4 Mbps) bandwidth. 6 We assume that there is no propagation delay for each link because we found that simulation results are not sensitive to the setting of propagation delay.
In this network, a workload is generated by FTP source and sink pairs. These sources and sinks are connected to nodes. FTP is regulated by a flow-control mechanism and an acknowledgement mechanism with retransmission. The flow-control mechanism is a static window-based scheme implemented in MaRS. This scheme consists of two windows: produce and send windows. We set the producewindow size to infinity, and the send-window size to eight. Also, we take 120 s as the total simulated time.
There are two kinds of FTP flows: regular and on-off flows. In each regular flow, the source starts transmitting packets at time 0, and sends as many packets as possible with an interpacket production delay of 1 ms. For each on-off flow, 6 Similar values had been actually used for the network topology.
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there are alternating constant-length on and off intervals. Each on -off flow starts at a different time (from 0 to 24 s), and has a different length (from 20 to 120 s). Also, a certain number of packets are produced at once at the beginning of on intervals while no packets are produced during off intervals. The number of packets for each on-interval is determined so that the packets of that number would be successively transmitted during the in interval without any flow-control mechanism and without any other flow. Specifically, the number is the length of an on interval divided by the transmission time of a data packet, where the transmission time is the packet size divided by the link bandwidth. We consider five scenarios in this network configuration: N0-N4. The level of queuing delay of these scenarios is high: in the best cases (lowest-average-delay cases after cost-function-parameter tuning) of using SPF with 1 s route-update intervals, the average queuing-delay portions of the average RT delay per packet are 94%. Also, the utilizations (the average fractions of the time when packet queue size more than 1) are 0.73. There are 121 FTP flows in scenarios N0 -N3, and 131 flows in scenario N4. Table 3 shows the differences between the scenarios. In particular, scenario N4 has two hot spots (each of which receives packets from every other node).
Results
For the InfoDyn scheme, we used an exponential-change rate (a) value and a threshold value for the selective broadcast of routing packets, during each simulation run for each scenario. We tried seven threshold values across the full value spectrum. Also, we tried eight a values across the full value range in each of these different-threshold-value cases. As the steady-state value of each link in each simulation run using the InfoDyn scheme, we used the sample delay mean of the corresponding link computed in a simulation run using SPF with 1 s route-update intervals for the same scenario.
The use of the InfoDyn scheme without any routing-packet broadcast (thereby with only local-link view update) is called the InfoDyn short-term steady-state (STSS) case. Hereafter, 'best' means leading to the lowest average RT delay per packet.
InfoDyn STSS:
. In each scenario, we compared the InfoDyn STSS case of using the best a of the exponential model with the best cases of using SPF with 1, 10 and 30 s route-update intervals-we obtained the best result of using SPF for each combination of a route-update-interval length and a scenario by tuning several cost-function parameters. In this comparison, the InfoDyn case results in a 3 -8% reduction in the average RT delay per packet and a 4 -22% reduction in the standard deviation (STD) in all scenarios. Fig. 7 shows these reductions. Note that there are no routing packets sent out in this InfoDyn case while 75 642, 7602 and 2562 routing packets are sent out with 1, 10 and 30 s route-update intervals, respectively, in the SPF cases. These results imply that when every node knows the 'long-term' steady-state delay-mean values of all links 7 and uses our routing approach, flooding requirements can significantly be reduced (as in the InfoDyn STSS case) with noticeable reductions in the average delay and the variance, compared with the standard link-state routing approach where each node periodically broadcasts 'short-term' steady-state values (exponential averages) for link delays. Note that every node considers the . NSFNET-T1-backbone topology used in simulation studies phase 2.
7 Although this condition is ideal, our approach is beneficial in practice as explain in Section 4.2.2.4. if the sample mean for each link is periodically broadcast and used in routing-refer to Table 5 that shows the relationship between the advantage of using our approach and the sample-mean broadcast interval. Fig. A1 shows the same three charts in each row for each of the other scenarios. As in Fig. 8 (and also in Fig. A1 ), for the threshold values that correspond to less than 100 000 routing packets in each scenario, the variation of the average delays is within 1 ms and that of STDs is within 5 ms. Note that these numbers are the scale units of the delay and STD charts, respectively. The average delay and STD range from 152.0 to 161.9 and from 89.7 to 109.1 ms, respectively, in the best cases of using the InfoDyn scheme (with the best a) in all scenarios when routing packets are broadcast. Compared with this best case for each scenario, the InfoDyn STSS case with the same best a leads to increases in the average delay and STD by up to 0.1 and 0.3 ms, respectively. The reason why these 
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increases are small is that the impact of a routing packet on routing quality is transient: the encountered link delay estimated by the receiving node using the delay measurement contained in the packet soon becomes close to the steady-state value. These results indicate that each node may not need to broadcast link-delay measurements when using the InfoDyn scheme.
Impact of varying the a value.
There are two possible sources for the routing-quality improvement: use of the long-term steady-state link-delay means and link-delay estimation with the exponential delay-mean change. To see the influence of each of these factors, we first set a to infinity. In this case, the link-delay means are used without any change in route determination. In the InfoDyn STSS case, this static-routing case leads to up to 5 and 18% increases in the average delay and STD, respectively, in four scenarios and 2 and 9% decreases in one scenario, respectively, compared with the best cases of using SPF. These results mean that the use of the link-delay means is not a source of routingquality improvement in most cases. However, the use of the best a results in 4 -11 and 7 -22% decreases in the average delay and STD, respectively, in all scenarios compared with these static-routing cases. These results indicate that the selection of the a value is crucial for routing-quality improvement.
The best routing quality is achieved with the same a across all scenarios in the case of using the same threshold value or in the InfoDyn STSS case. For example, Fig. 9 shows the effects of using different a values in scenario N3 in the InfoDyn STSS case. The left and right charts indicate the changes in the average delay and STD, respectively, depending on the a value. As in the figure, the average delay and STD increase as the a value used digresses in both directions from the value (1000) for the best result. Similar trends are observed for the other scenarios. Fig. A2 shows the same two charts in each row for each of the other scenarios. Therefore, if we can find the best or a near-best setting in one case, 8 we may reduce the average delay and STD using the same setting in other cases. In fact, routing quality is improved for a wide range of a values. Table 4 shows the a ranges of the InfoDyn STSS cases in all scenarios that lead to decreases in the average delay with respect to the best SPF cases. Therefore, dynamic parameter tuning is not required.
4.2.2.4.
Results for different settings of other parameters. As for InfoDyn routing, each node needs to estimate the steady-state value of each link in order for our approach to be practical. Our simulation results indicate that each node may compute the sample mean of the delay on each local link using standard link-state routing for a long period of 
In real networks, it is possible to choose the best a value in the following way. Assuming the performance function of the independent variable a is a unimodal one as we found in our experiments: least-square estimates of a can first be made for available delay measurements. An average of these estimates can be used in InfoDyn routing, as the a value for a period of time. This value is increased/decreased in such a way as multiplying/dividing by 10, and the resulting value is used for the following period of time. At the end of this period, the performance is compared with that for the previous period. If there is an improvement, then the same change method (either increase or decrease) is used for the following period; otherwise, the opposite method is employed. This process with the same method is repeated as long as the use of the method leads to some improvement. We confirmed via simulation the benefit of broadcasting the sample delay mean for each link at a lower frequency. We changed the implementation of InfoDyn so that the sample mean can periodically be computed and used during the next interval. For the first interval, we used the sample delay mean of the corresponding link computed in a simulation run using SPF with 1 s route-update intervals for the same scenario. In this experiment, we used scenario N3. Table 5 shows percent decreases in the average RT delay per packet, the STD and the expected number of routing packets of InfoDyn STSS (with the a value set to 1000) for different lengths of sample-mean update interval compared with the best SPF case with 1, 10 and 30 s route-update intervals.
Since 1 s interval length leads to the best result in the case of using SPF, the percent change in the routing-packet number is estimated with respect to that for 1 s interval length. As the table shows, if the sample mean is broadcast at 40 s intervals, InfoDyn STSS is better than the best SPF in terms of the average delay, the STD and the expected number of routing packets used. However, as the frequency increases, the benefit decreases or disappears.
Currently, high-speed networks are used in many places. We changed the experimental environment to see whether or not InfoDyn routing is effective in this situation. We used a high-speed network setting of 12.5 MB/s (100 Mbps) linkchannel bandwidth, 0.4 ms data-packet processing time, 5000 bytes data-packet size and 200 send-window size in scenario N3 (the all-on -off case). With this setting, the InfoDyn STSS with the best a (which is also 1000) of the exponential model results in a 2 -5% reduction in the average RT delay per packet and a 3% increase to 10% decrease in the STD compared with the best cases of using SPF with 1, 10 and 30 s route-update intervals. This result demonstrates that InfoDyn routing can also be effective for high-speed networks. 9 
RELATED WORK
Our software design and development research is fundamentally related to understand the temporal dynamics of information and information systems. The information-dynamics framework [12] provides a new perspective for systems with a focus on information, information usefulness and the temporal dynamics of information and its usefulness. We have performed research on routing-software design and development from an information-dynamics perspective.
For statistical uncertainty modeling concerning information estimation, there are two basic approaches: modeling based on past observations followed by extrapolation, and modeling via the analysis of factors that determine the information at the target estimation time. An example of the first modeling approach is a time-series model such as an AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average model [13, 14] . An example of the second is a regression model for factor(s)-and-effect information pairs (or tuples). The parameters of both modeling approaches can be estimated using least-squares fitting [15] .
Typically, delays vary and change rapidly in a network. For example, at a fine-grained level, the characteristics of the Internet are highly dynamic [16] . Such dynamics in networks make it difficult to estimate encountered link delays. Many researchers have investigated the dynamic behavior of networks such as the dynamics of end-to-end Internet packet delays. [7, [16] [17] [18] [19] .
A recent study [20] shows that in the Sprint IP backbone network, the largest part of single-hop delay experienced by a packet is not due to queuing. This means that the link delays in the network do not significantly change. The authors emphasize that this result should be evaluated within the context of Sprint's backbone design principles of moderate link utilization. Depending on the design principles, even backbone networks may have dynamic characteristics. In fact, our routing-software design may be applicable to backbone or access networks where link delays vary.
CONCLUSION
We have developed an information-dynamics-conscious software design and development approach and have applied this approach to a networking problem: regarding link-state (Negative numbers indicate percent increase) 9 The important thing here is that we have performed experiments in environments at almost two orders of magnitude different speeds, finding out that our approach is effective in both (extreme) cases. We, therefore, expect that our approach would be advantageous in a network scenario with powerful node and fast links; regarding the relationship between the advantage and the network speed, we think that our approach would be beneficial regardless of the speed. Page 11 of 18 routing, we have focused on the issue of estimating and using future link delays. Our simulation results indicate that our software design and development approach to solve this problem is promising. To address the future-delay issue, we designed routing software based on a new exponential-model-based link-delay-estimation technique and implemented a routing scheme based on our design. When we compared our routing scheme with SPF via simulation (with parameter settings across the full value ranges) for various FTP-workload scenarios with the NSF-T1-backbone network topology, we found that our routing scheme could achieve significant (possibly up to 100%) reductions in routing traffic with up to 8 and 22% decreases in the average RT delay per packet and the STD, respectively, in high-load conditions. In comparison studies for the same experimental environment with a high-speed-network setting, we found that our design could lead to significant (possibly up to 100%) reductions in routing traffic with up to 5 and 10% decreases of the delay and the STD respectively, in high-load conditions. These routing-traffic reduction and routing-quality improvements resulted from the estimation of future (encountered) link delays based on the dynamics of the expected link delay given an instantaneous link-delay measurement, and from the consideration of the dynamic usefulness of the link-delay measurement via this estimation. This demonstrates the effectiveness of information-dynamics-conscious design and development of routing software. Link-state routing protocols are no longer delay or hop-count-based; rather they are based on link metric values that are chosen with certain network-wide objectives in mind. This is because delay-based protocols may lead to serious problems such as routing oscillations. Our simulation results also suggest that the awareness of link delays in our routing-software design does not degrade routing performance in contrast to previous delay-aware designs such as that used in ARPANET. The reason is that in the case of using our approach, each node does not use the same delay average for each link, but estimates and uses the future delay encountered by a data packet when this packet gets to the link.
INFORMATION-DYNAMICS-AWARE ROUTING-S/W DESIGN
We plan to apply this design and development approach to other problems. We have already obtained the preliminary results of using the approach in solving an e-Commerce problem. In this study, we have found via simulation that given two competing e-Commerce companies, one company may be more profitable if it tracks customers' buying behavior and sends them advertisements at the best times determined based on their purchase pattern. We will extend this research and also apply our approach to new interesting problems.
The results of simulating our routing software in a variety of dynamic scenarios imply that the routing-software design is effective. We plan to investigate further practical implications of this design. In this direction, we will study different conditions to figure out how much we can improve link-state routing in each of the conditions by using the design. This study is important for the practical use of our design because simulation studies suggest that the benefit can vary depending on the pattern of the network workload and/or on the characteristics of the network. For this research, we plan to investigate the effectiveness of our design via extensive simulation studies with different patterns of dynamic workload and/or with different parameter settings for the network. Based on the results of these studies, we will determine the characteristics of the situations that lead to significant routing-traffic reductions with routing-quality enhancements in the case of using our software design approach, compared with the standard-link-state-routing approach.
Our routing-software design is based on short-range dependency indicated by the exponential decay of the sample autocorrelation function for link delays observed from the sets of Internet delay measurements. A recent study [20] shows that in moderate load conditions, a backbone network has longtailed queuing delay distribution. We also plan to extend our design by considering other link-delay change patterns such as this dependency and long-range dependency. Furthermore, given multiple link-delay estimation methods, we will devise an adaptation system that allows selecting the best method dynamically depending on the just-observed link-delay change pattern, and using it for better performance. ðA.13Þ
Therefore, Efx(t)g ¼ m (A.6), Varfx(t)g is a constant (A.10), and since t ¼ t 0 þ k(Dt) and 0 , b, 1, it follows from (A.13) that the autocorrelation function r(t,t 0 ) decreases exponentially as t 2 t 0 (or k) increases (depending only on the lag). Since x(t) can be expressed only with y (t) (A.3), and y (t) is an independent process,
